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Introduction 

Prospects for Research with Radioactive 

Beams and Targets 

J. Michael Nitschke 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

Research with heavy ion (HI) beams has become a major field of physics. 

Nuclei of all naturally occuring elements and isotopes can be accelerated to 

energies as high as 2 GeV/A with even higher energies expected in the future. 

With the advent of relativistic heavy ion accelerators and the development of 

high intensity on-line isotope separators it has now become possible to 

explore a new dimension in nuclear physics based on the production and 

application of radioactive ion beams (RIB). More than 1400 unstable nuclei 

with half lives of more than 1 ~s are known and could potentially serve as 

projectiles in RIB experiments. In the past RIB's have been used mostly in 

astrophysical research and biomedical applications or at low energies (-SO 

keY) in conjunction with on-line isotope separators. The purpose of this 

paper is firstly to point out that there are now several promising 

possibilities to obtain RIB's of acceptable intensity and that secondly a 

large variety of scientific questions can be addressed should such beams 

become routinely available. The discussion of the production of RIB's will be 

divided into methods where the radioactive species are stopped and 

reaccelerated, and methods where the RIB emerges as a secondary beam from a 

suitable nuclear reaction. A third section will be devoted to the far 



reaching experimental po~sibilities related to accumulator and storage rings. 

The chapters on research will cover the application of RIB's to the synthesis 

of exotic nuclei,astrophysics, reaction mechanisms, nuclear structure, 

atomic- and solid-state physics, bio-medicine, and physics related to the 

special characteristics of storage rings. 
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1. Production of Radioactive Ion Beams (RIB) 

Several points have to be considered in discussing the production of 

RIB's. 

(1) The.primary supply of the radioactive isotopes is in general very 

limited and losses in the acceleration process should therefore be 

minimized. 

(2) For the same reason the ionization efficiency for the radioactive 

isotope should be close to 100%. 

(3) High ionization efficiencies can most easily be achieved for low (or 

even sometimes negative) charge states. Therefore the accelerator 

has to be able to accept ions with low charge to mass ratios. 

(4) The hold-up time during the ionization process should be kept to a 

minimum in order to produce beams of isotopes with short half lives. 

(5) The RIB should have sufficient energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier 

for the nuclear reactions of interest. 

(6) The number of stripping processes that a radioactive ion undergoes 

during the acceleration process should be kept to a minimum since 

they are invariably associated with intensity losses. 

It will be shown in the following that no single production/acceleration 

scheme can optimize all aspects of a RIB facility but that viable solutions 

exist for different energy and intensity regimes. Table I gives a comparison 

between the three most promising RIB production methods . 
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1.1 RIB p'ro:duction Involving Stopping and Reacceleration 

At the on-line isotope separator ISOLDE at CERN RIB's of many elements can 

10 be produced via spallation and fission with intensities up to 10 ionsls and 

energies in the order of 50 keV. These intensities are sufficient to consider 

the addition of a post accelerator or booster to such a facility to bring the 

energy into the range of the Coulomb barrier for nuclear reactions (~5 

MeV/A). Since several elements can now be produced with good efficiency as 

negative ions a tandem Van de Graaff could for instance serve this purpose. A 

modern iowa (= v. /c) structure particularly suited for the acceleration of 
10n, 

slow, singly charged heavy ions is the radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ). 

Preliminary studies have shown that it can be used economically to boost the 

energy of a primary (~4 keV/A) beam to about 100 keV/A. One of the 

attractive features of RFQ's is that they can be designed to have a 

transmission of >90%, an obvious plus for RIB applications. The RFQ could ,be 

followed by a Wideroe or Alvarez RF structure to bring the energy up to the 

5-10 HeVIA range similar·to the Unilac or the SuperHILAC. Such a facility 

would therefore ultimately c~nsist of a high intensity (several llA) high 

energy (500-800 MeV) protonll\achine coupled with a "full size" heavy ion 

accelerator. It would be quite,expensive but have the advantage of producing 

a wide variety of RIB's with good intensities. A more modest project could be 

constructed by combining an existing heavy ion accelerator with a modern high 

intensity (~.2-2 rnA), low energy (K = SO), light ion cyclotron optimized for 

isotope production. The low primary beam energy would limit isotope synthesis 

to reactions of the types (p,n), (d,2n), (3He ,xn), etc. which yield nuclei 

near stability. Such nuclei are, however, of great interest in astrophysical 
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applications. The same cyclotron could also be used to bombard a fissionable 

target to yield high intensity beams of neutron rich isotopes. Table II gives 

some examples of light RIB's that could be obtained from such a 

cyclotron/HILAC combination. (Acceleration losses are included.) 

At Berkeley we have also considered the possibilities of employing the 

very flexible architecture of the SuperHlLAC to produce RIB's of isotopes far 

from beta stability [Nit 84]. The idea is to use a ~.igh intensity HI beam 

from the SuperHILAC to produce the desired isotope via a (HI;xn,yp) reaction 

inside a combination target/ion source. After ionization the radioactive 

species would be injected into the SuperHILAC and accelerated to full energy 

(5 8.5 MeV/A) on machine cycles "stolen" from the primary production beam. 

(The switching between two or three ion species and energies is presently 

already routine for stable (!) beams). While (HI;xn,yp) reactions would 

produce mostly neutron deficient isotopes, neutron rich nuclei could be 

obtained by the same technique using damped reactions. As in all low energy 

HI reactions the intensities in such a scheme are limited mostly due to the 

short ranges of the heavy particles in the target material. Table III lists 

some typical reactions and the RIB intensities that can be expected after 

acceleration. It is assumed that the SuperHlLAC operates at the space charge 

limit for the primary beam. Losses due to ionization, acceleration, 

stripping, etc. are included . 
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1:.2 RIB Production via Conversion Targets at Low Energies « 10 KeV/A) 

In this method the RIB's-are produced via few particle exchange reactions 

on thin light targets, and the emerging secondary beam has a slightly lower 

velocity than the primary beam. The use of conversion targets for RIB 

production does not involve the stopping and reionization of the radioactive 

species and is therefore inherently free of. the limitations imposed by ion 

sources. A' typical example is the production of an 150 beam via the reaction 

15 16 -
To enhance the 0 intensity the 0 beam energy can be 

chosen to coincide with a resonance (e.g., 12.9 KeV) [Boy 84] .. While this 

15 method uses a differentially purripled gas target, an 0 beam can also be 

obtained via the reaction 2H(14N,150)n with a thin deuterab~dpolyethylene 

target'[Mat 84]. Problematic aspects of both methods are: 

(1) 'the conversion efficiency Le., the ratio of the secondary (RIB) to 

the primary beam intensity is only -10-
7, 

(2) a purification scheme is necessary to separate, the RIB from the 

primary beam, 

(3) ·the secondary beam has a large energy spread and poor emittance due 

to absorption and scattering in the target, 

(4) 3 the recirculating He-gas target is cumbersome but has the advantage 

of being able to withstand high beam intensities, and 

(5) the polyethylene target is simple but deteriorates rapidly at high 

primary beam fluxes (> 100 l1C). 

Important advantages of the conversion target method are that RIB's of 

ground state and excited nuclei with life times as short as -100 ns can be 

produced and that there is no chemical bias as in methods involving ion 

sources. 

-6-
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1. 3 RIB Production via Projectile Fragmentation at High Energy ( >100 HeVIA) 
'\, 

The production of RIB's via the fragmentation of projectiles moving at 

relativistic energies is significantly different from the method described 

previously. The high energy heavy ion beam impinges on a thick, low Z target 

and the RIB emerges fully stripped, with slightly lower velocity than the 

projectile and with an angular spread of only a few mrad. While high energy 

protons on heavy targets have long been used to produce nulcei far from 

stability it seems at first glance paradoxical that the inversion of target 

and projectile could have significant advantages, in particular since the 

heavy ion beam intensities are much lower than those obtainable from modern 

proton machines. The absence of chemical steps and the kinematic focusing, 

however, often more than compensate for this lack of primary beam intensity. 

2 12 For a Be target of 15 glcm and a C beam of 400 HeVIA a conversion 

efficiency for the production of Hc of 1.8~ can be obtained as shown in Fig. 

9 8 -4 -7 1 (for C and He the efficiencies are 10 and 10 respectively). These 

efficiencies are 105 times higher than can be achieved at lower energies and 

are entirely due to the larger target thickness, since the cross sections for 

the production of exotic nuclei near stability is only about 10 mb or a factor 

10 lower than the previously discussed cases of (2H,n) 3 4 or ( He, He) 

reactions. Another example for the production of neutron-rich nuclides by 

2 fragmentation is shown in Fig. 2 [Wes 79] where an 890 mglcm Be target was 

48 bombarded by a 212 HeVIA Ca beam. In this experiment the particle stability 

of several new isotopes was proven for the first time. The emerging neutron 

rich iotopes were analyzed with a combination of magnetic deflection and 

position sensitive Si(Li) detectors. 

-7-



The key points which ~ake projectile fragmentation, an attractive option 

for RIB's are the favorable longitudinal and transveral emittances of the 

secondary beam Le., the small momentum spread and angular divergence. The 

wide range of emerging products requires, however, some method of 

purification. Several properties of the secondarY,beams facilitate this 
'. 

task: The velocity spread is small (!:l.v/v ~ 5"') so that Bp = p/q ~ 

const.m/q. For fully stripped ions this becomes Bp~ const.A/Z. Magnetic 

momentum selection will therefore give a first order beam separation. 

Velocity filters and dispersion matched analysis systems with Inte,rmediate 

position dependent absorbers will eventually be necessary to provide good 

quality RIB'~ for experiments, or further acceleration, deceleration or 

storage [Har 84, Duf 84). It has been poin~ed out by Berman [Ber 84) that at 

higher energies (> 1 GeV/A) the fragmentation process will be enhanced 

considerably due to photodissociationmediatedby virtual photons generated 

during the short interaction time of the high Coulomb fields of target and 

projectile. 56 238 56 For example, the photodissociation of Fe by a U target ( Fe 

(y ,p) 55Mn ) has cross sections of 0.2, 1, 4, and 7 barn (!) at energies of 

0.1, 1,10, and 100 GeV/A respectively. Also at these (relativistic) energies 

the Lorenz factor becomes sufficiently large to aid in the survival of very 

short lived RIB's from the primary to the secondary target. An interesting 

possibility would be to fill the electron orbitals of the fully stripped RIB 

with polarized electrons which t~roughthe hyperfine interaction with the 

nucleus could result in polarized RIB' S.' A limitation' of radioactive 
• 

secondary beams 'produced by projectile fragmentation is the 'high energy which 

makes such beams unsuitable for medium and low energy nuclear physic's near the 

Coulomb barrier. In the next chapter it will be discusses how this limitation 

can be overcome. 
-8-



1.4 Accumulator and storage Rings 

The kinematic focusing and the small momentum spread of the secondary 

radioactive beams produced by projectile fragmentation make it possible to 

reinject these beams into a multi-purpose synchrotron ring for further 

acceleration, deceleration, cooling, accumulation and/or storage. Fully 

-11 stripped ions can be stored at pressures of ~10 torr for several minutes 

since their electron loss cross section is larger than the electron capture 

cross section even at energies of >10 HeV/A (except for the heaviest ions). 

Another advantage of the fully stripped beams is that no intensity loss due to 

the splitting in different charge states occurs during the injection process. 

The maximum intensity of the circulating beam is on the order of 1 A 

(electrical) and determined mainly by space charge forces, intra-beam 

scattering, and charge exchange effects. This value is, however, higher than 

necessary even for the most intense RIB's. An important feature of modern 

storage rings is the possibility to "cool" the circulating beam with 

electrons, or in the case of low intensity beams by a stochastic method. This 

-5 results in a reduction of the momentum spread to ~p/p ~10 and a 

considerable improvement in the beam emittance. It is also possible to 

manipulate the beam via RF fields to obtain either a CW structure which is 

important for coincidence experiments, or short (~lns) bunches that would be 

advantageous for time-of-f1ight applications. Through hyperfine interactions 

with polarized electrons or protons, polarized RIB's can be created as was 

pointed out in the previous section. For medium to low energy nuclear physics 

it is also possible to decelerate the beam to energies as low as 5-10 MeV/A. 

The storage time of such beams is limited by the prevailing vacuum and the 

electron capture cross sections. 

-9-



It is unlikely that an accumulator/storage ring will be built solely for. 

RIB applications but radioactive secondary beams could be an important aspect 

of a "general purpose," high intensity rela~ivistic HI facility. Should such 

a facility be e,quipped with two rings including intersection regions, the 

experimental possibilities would increase a manifold. 
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2. Radioactive Targets 

Radioactive targets (RT) have been used for many years particularly for 

the synthesis of new, heavy elements. These targets are produced via an 

"artificial" s-process by multiple neutron capture on 238u in high flux 

reactors. The neutron capture is followed by a-decay and subsequent neutron 

capture in the next higher element etc. In many cases intermediate chemical 

steps and a judicial choice of neutron energies and irradiation times are 

necessary to obtain useful amounts of a desired isotope. The heaviest target 

ever produced by this method is 257Fm with a half life of 80 days, and an 

amount of target material of 9 
~IO atoms. Presently an effort is underway to 

254 255 produce 40~g of Es (T1/2 = 280 d) and ~.3 ~g of Es (TI/2 = 40 d). 

The natural radioactivity of the RT's often generates severe experimental 

difficulties and health hazards. This applies particularly to actinide 

targets that emit neutrons (from spontaneous fission) and self transfer due to 

high energy decay processes, in addition to the "usual" a- and y-radiation. 

It is also difficult in some cases to obtain the desired chemical and isotopic 

purities. 

RT's have also been prepared at the on-line isotope separator ISOLDE at 

CERN and have been used in (n,p) and (n,a) reaction studies at reactors. In 

these as well as in the heavy element cases the target half-lives were 

sufficiently long to allow for the transport from production to utilization. 

Reactions that involve a short lived radioactive and a stable nucleus can 

in principle be carried out with a stable beam and a RT or vice versa, 

assuming that it is possible to bombard the RT during accumulation with an 

"on-line accelerator." Hagberg et a1. and Filippone have carried out a study 

-11-



of the radioactive beam vs. target problem and found that for half-lives of > 

1 hr. [Hag 84) 'or> days [Fil 84) the radioactive target approach is more 

advantageous. Apart from half-iifeand intensity corisiderations technical 

aspects sometimes favor the RT approach. This becomes apparent for instance 

in light particle reactions of interest in astrophysics; a typical example 

b · 13N (')' " (13N ) e1ng P.y versus P .y. In the first case a heavy ion accelerator is 

necessary to bring the 13
N to an energy of >26 MeV with associated losses due 

to ionization. stripping "etc. while in the second case a small proton machine 

suffices. This is treated in more detail in Fig. 3 where the RIB accelerator 

loss factor f is taken into account explicitly. and the RT is assumed to have 

reached its saturation number density N. It is then asked: for a given 

proton flux ~. or a given proton target density p and acceleration loss f. 

what is the decay constant such that the reaction rate from the radioactive 

beam (NRB ) equals the reaction rate from the RT (NRT )? For p 2 
= 100~g/cm • f = 

10-3 • and ~ '= 1 p~A h. = 3 X 10-39-"1 which is' equivalent to a half-life of 

-200 s. If in this case a total numbef of N = 1014 RT atoms is"required the 

RIB flux (from the isotope separator for example) has to be n = Nh. = 3 x 

lOlls-I. and the luminosity would be L = 6 x 1026s - 1cm- 2 . Where L is defined 

as N = La'. 

A technique that makes use of radioactive beams or targets with half-lives 

as short as 10-12 - 10-14 s can be realized by combining the conversion and 

the'production process in a single target or conversely by producing the RT 

with the same beam that' is used to initiate the final reaction. In the latter 

case. (the "in situ" production of a Rt). the secondary reaction rate is 

proportional to the square of the beam intensity [OUf 81). Favorable 

conditions for this technique are energetic light particles. large cross 

-12-
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sections and long half lives. Many variations of these secondary beam/target 

techniques have been discussed including sequential double fusion, secondary 

beams to obtain very proton rich isotopes, and fragmentation followed by 

fusion (for the production of superheavy elements). None of these ideas have 

found much practical application but it cannot be excluded that certain exotic 

nuclei can be synthesized only in this way. 

-13-



3 .. Research with 'Radioactive Beams 

3.1 Synthesis of Nuclei Far from Stability 

One of the reasons.for a lack of success in the synthesis of superheavy 

elements is thought to be the failure to reach the magic neutron number N = 

18 . h . h t . t' 1 b' t' l' k 248 4 even W1t very neutron r1C targe /proJec 1 e com 1na10ns 1 e Cm 

(48ca , 2n) 294116 (N = 178). (The other possible re~son is that 48ca and 

248em do not fuse). Because of the lack of neutron stabilization the 

half-life of 294116 may be below the present detection limit of ~l ~s. With 

the production of a RIB of SOca a factor ~106 could be gained in half life. 

In addition, Hulet has pointed out the possibility that the spontaneous 

fission probability of a very neutron rich compound nucleus could decrease as 

it approaches the minimum in the potential energy surface [Hul 84]. Other 

doubly magic regions of great interest but poorly studied are centered around 

S6Ni and 100sn . The synthesis of 100sn could benefit from the availability of 

RT of 44Ti or RIB's of 34Ar . Calculations show that only if RIB's with fluxes 

10 -1 in the order of 10 s or higher can be produced will there be any advantage 

over stable, high intensity HI beams for the synthesis of nuclei very far from 

stability. 

An experimental technique peculiar to storage rings is the use of thtn 

internal targets that are traversed many times by the circulating beam. The 

beam energy loss due to beam/target interaction can be compensated by the RF 

system and the energy straggling can be reduced by electron cooling. In this 

mode the RIB is "recovered" after each traversal of the target and an increase 

6 in luminosity of ~10 over external targets can be achieved. The maximum 

target thickness and the lowest usable energy are determined by electron 

capture in the target. This technique therefore lends itself particularly 

-14-
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well to rare target materials since typical target thicknesses are only 

2 10-100 ng/cm For the synthesis of heavy and superheavy element this means 

255 257 250 that targets of Es, Fm, and perhaps em could be used. 
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3.2 Astro'physics 

The most pressing need for radioactive beams or targets stems from the 

study of high temperature hydrogen/helium burning in accreting neutron stars, 

super massive star interiors, novae and red giants. The high temperature of 

star interiors ( 108K) shifts the usual CNO cycle that involves the stable 

. 12 13 13 ("target") nucle1 C and C to the "f3-limited mode" in which the nuclei N, 

140, and 150 limit the reaction rates due to their f3-instability. At even 

higher temperatures 19Ne and heavier, unstable nuclei near the proton drip 

line up to the iron group take part in these reactions. Many (p,Y), (a,Y), 

and (a,p) excitation functions for proton rich RT's need to be measured to 

make quantitative predictions about the rp-process [Wal81]. Present attempts 

at these measurements and future plans include the use of RT's like 7Be , 26Al , 

22 7 and Na, and RIB's techniques described in chapter 1.2. A Be target is of 

particular interest to the solar neutrino problem, since neutrinos associated 

with the decay of 8B produced in the 7Be (p,Y) 8B reaction are responsible for 

80% of the capture rate in the 37Cl solar neutrino experiment [Fil 83]. 

-16-



3.3 Reaction Mechanisms and Nuclear structure 

Many techniques developed for experiments with stable nuclei are also 

applicable for radioactive beams or targets. In a Coulomb excitation 

experiment for example a RIB obtained through fragmentation and stored in a 

multipurpose ring as described in section 1.4 could be made to interact with 

an atomic beam target of Pb of -10 ng/cm2 thickness. For impact parameters 

greater than the range of nuclear forces the projectile could either be 

dissociated or Coulomb excited by the exchange of virtual photons. At high 

projectile energies the excitation of giant resonances of high mUltiplicity 

becomes very probable together with the excitation of rotational states. 

Recirculating and continuously cooling the RIB allows these experiments to be 

carried out with as few as -108 stored, radioactive particles resulting in 

3 -1 reaction rates of -10 s . This provides unique possibilities for the study 

of nuclear structure, level densities and deformations of neutron rich 

nuclei. A further refinement would be to study reactions with polarized 

atomic beams. 

other electromagnetic effects that can be studied are related to the 

hyperfine interaction of unsaturated electron shells with the radioactive 

nucleus. These interactions can be used to determine electric and magnetic 

nuclear moments via perturbed angular correlations of particle and 

y-emission. Or, conversely, if thenuclear·g-factor is known or can be 

calculated the high magnetic field that exists in hydrogen like atoms near the 

1 -14 nuc eus can be used for studies of very short lived excited states (10 -

10-17s ) [Ran 73]. 
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tnthe case of fully stripped RIB's the Q-values for electron capture and 

~-decay can be changed sufficiently so that nuclei which are ordinarily stable 

become radioactive and vice versa. 

The high beam quality of the RIB's obtainable from a storage ring lends 

itself to studies .of inelastic processes where Q-values can be determined by 

inverse reactions on light targets. Proton or neutron rich RIB's could be 

used to study multiple nucleon transfer reactions which for stable beams would 

have negligible cross sections. Reactions of this type could provide ground 

state masses and level schemes of previously unaccessible nuclei. 

In deep inelastic reactions the role of the driving force as calculated. 

from the potential energy surface of the combined target/projectile system and 

the division of the excitation energy in the exit channel remain unclear [Mig 

84] .. -With stable beams used so far the driving force for the projectile like 

fragment towards larger neutron number has been measured; to study the 

corresponding drift towards higher proton numbers neutron rich RIB projectiles 

are necessary. 

Several experiments with RIB's like 3H, 6He, 8He , 9Li , 7Be , ge , lle and 

heavier isotopes have already been carried qut at the Bevalac in Berkeley and 

others are in the proposal stage. Tanihataet al. have measured nuclear 

strong absorp.tion radii and found that their values lie about .6 fro above the 

half density radii obtained from electron scattering experiments [Tan 84]. 

Measurements of the magnetic moments of f-shell mirror nuclei are planned. 

With regard to mirror nuclei Vary and Nagarajan have proposed a nuclear 

reaction mechanism in which a resonant pion exchange occurs during scattering 

-18-



processes near the Coulomb barrier [Var 84]. 
"3 3 

Presently only the H + He 

system is available to test this theory. Since the effect is predicted to 

become stronger for heavier nuclei RIB·s will provide more favorable cases. 

A special kind of RIB composed of nuclei in excited states can be produced 

through the peripheral interaction of a stable beam with a suitable target. 

If the projectile remains in an excited state long enough <> 1 ns) to be 

separable from the primary beam, experiments can be carried out that would 

provide a unique way of characterizing previously weakly populated nuclear 

levels. 

Several experiments have been considered where the properties of the RIB·s 

themselves are being explored: very exotic nuclei produced by fragmentation. 

and analyzed by electro-magnetic means. traverse several dE/dx and time of 

flight systems and are implanted in an array of position sensitive 

si-detectors surrounded by neutron and y-detectors. Spectroscopic information 

of nuclei far from stability could thus be obtained. 

Finally, by changing the lattice of the multipurpose storage ring to a 

dispersive mode the ring itself could be used as a high resolution 

spectrometer for mass measurements of exotic nuclei. 

-19-



3.4 Atomic and Solid state PhYsics 

Several applications of RIB's to experiments at the overlap region between 

atomic, solid state, and nuclear physics can be envisioned: 

(1) Mosbauer nuclei that can not be obtained from a radioactive source 

can. be produced as RIB's and implanted into solids. 

(2) Nuclear g-factor measurements of excited nuclei far from stability 

can be carried out through the hyperfine interaction with the atomic 

1s state by the use of a pl~nger method [Ran 73]. 

(3) RIB can be transformed into radioactive polarized atomic beams on 

which fundamental beta decay studies can be carried out [Dun 84]. 

(4) Understanding of weak interactions could benefit from measurements of 

.electron capture, EC/~+branching ratios and even the capture of 

~91arized electrons in hydrogen-like radioactive ions. 

(5) Collinear laser excitation can be used to determine magnetic dipole 

and electric quadrupole moments of few-electron radioactive ions with 

high Z. 

(6) For sufficiently high RIB intensities optical isotope shifts can be 

measured beyond the stable region. 

(7) By passing through an internal target inside the storage ring fully 

stripped radioactive nuclei in excited states can be obtained and the 

interaction with single electrons observed. 

(8) X-ray emission induced by radioactive implants can be used for 

research and technical applications [San 83]. 
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3.5 Biomedical Applications 

Cancer therapy with relativistic heavy ions has been carried out at the 

Bevalac in Berkeley for several years. The advantage of heavy ions over other 

radiation treatment modalities is that the dose that destroys the tumor is 

highly localized in the Bragg peak near the end of the range of the charged 

particles. Anatomical differences make it difficult to calculate this range 

in living organisms. Through the use of diagnostic RIB's of 11c or 19Ne the 

location of the Bragg peak can, however, be measured precisely and made to 

coincide with the location of the tumor [Cha 84]. This is achieved by 

observing the annihilation radiation from the positron decay of the stopped 

11C 19 ·th ·t or Ne W1 a POS1 ron camera. Since the two annihilation quanta are 

emitted at precisely 1800 the location of individual radioactive ions can be 

determined. For the actual treatment the diagnostic 19Ne beam is replaced 

with a 20Ne beam of higher intensity and a (20/19) times higher energy. 

Another biomedical application of RIB's is the deposition of selected 

radioactive isotopes in specific organs of a living organism. The migration 

of the radioactive substance can then be studied with conventional detectors 

and cameras. 
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4. Conclusion 

Radioactive beams represent a new dimension in experimental nuclear 

physics and several applied fields. High intensity on-line isotope separators 

and heavy ion accelerators make it possible to obtain radioactive beams of 

intensities sufficient for many experimental purposes. Several methods for 

the production of RIB's are available; with different characteristics as to 

ion species, intensities, cost etc. One of the most attractive methods is 

based on the heavy ion projectile fragmentation at high energies. A facility 

consisting of a_high intensity HI ion accelerator with an upper energy in the 

1 GeV/A range and a multipurpose storage ring covering energies down to 

5 HeVIA would open up many new possibilities for nuclear physics, one of the 

new, most exciting ones being: Research with Radioactive Beams. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, 

Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics 

of the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-7,6SF00098. 
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Table I: Comparison between RIB Production Methods 

High Energy High Intensity High Energy 

Projectile Cyclotron Proton Accelerator 

Fragmentation w. Heavy Ion 

w. storage Ring Accelerator 

Primary Beam: Heavy Ions Light Ions 

Energy: 100-1000 MeV/A 50 MeV 

Intensity: 1011 -1 6 x 1015 -1 s s 

Target Thickness: 10 g/cm 2 .5 g/cm 2 

Target: Be C 

Cross section: 10 mb 100 mb 

Acceleration Losses: 10-1 10-4 

RIB Intensity: 3 x 108 -1 2 x 109 -1 s s 

w. Heavy Ion 

Accelerator 

Protons 

400-800 MeV 

1013 /1015 s 

100 g/cm 2 

A = 100 

10 mb 

10-4 

107/109 -1 s 

-1 

Table II: RIB's of interest in astrophysics (E = 1-10 MeV/A) that can be 

obtained from a combination of a cyclotron and a heavy ion accelerator. 

cyclotron parameters are: K = 50, 200 llA of p and d, and 100 llA of a. 

Accelerator losses are included in the final average beam intensities. 

Isotope 

8B 

11c 

13
N 

14,15
0 

17,18
F 

18,19
Ne 

21Na 

A = 100 

Target ~M.P. ) 

9BeO(2530) 

9 BeO(2530) 

13C(3550) 

12C(3550) 

Be18O(2530) 

MgO(2800) 

MgO(2800) 

238UC (2400) 
2 

Reaction Compound Beam Intensit:y: 

(p,2n) 8 B, (B
2

0
3

) 5 x 10
10 

(a,2n) llco 3 x 10
9 

(a,2n) 13CN 1 x 1011 

(a,xn) c14 150 4 x 109 ,1 'x 109 

(p,xn) 17,18F 2 x 1010 

(a,xn) 18,19Ne 2 9 x 10 ,5 x 108 

(p,a) 21Na 4 x 108 

Fission 

(p, f) 8 1 x 10 /AMU/s 
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Table III: Typical RIB's that can be obtained from high intensity. low energy 

(~ 10 MeV/A) HI beam induced reactions. The primary HI beam is delivered by 

a typical linac operated at its space charge limit. The RIB is accelerated by 

the same or a similar linac. Acceleration losses are included in the final 

average beam intensities. 

Isotope Target (M.P.) Reaction 

eN-Reactions 

12.13C(3550) 

12.13C(3550) 

TiC(3140) 

(12C.xn) 

(15N•xn ) 

(12c.xn) 

40 ( Ar;2p.xn) 

Damped Reactions 

(50Ti ;4P.2n) 

-25-

Beam Intensity (s-l) 

2 x 108 ) 

1 x 108 

4 x 107 

103 .10
4 



Figure Captions: 

Fig. l:·Calculated production.efficiencies for llc from 12c as a function of 

berylium target thickness. As much as 1.8% of the 12c beam can be converted 

to 11c. The dot-dash line shows the angular divergence of the secondary beam 

due to multiple scattering (from [Alo 84J). 

Fig. 2: Production cross sections of neutron-rich light isotopes observed in 

the fragmentation of 212 MeV/A 48ca ions on an 890 mg/cm2 Be target [Wes 79J. 

Fig. 3: Comparison between the radioactive beam (RB) and radioactive target 

(RT) options. If the half-life of the radioactive isotope in the example 

given is longer than ~200 s it is more advantageous to collect the RIB (from 

an ISOL facility) on a foil to make an RT for proton bombardment than to boost 

the RIB energy with an accelerator to bombard a proton target. 
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